Even though the traditional dynamical decoupling methods have the ability to resist dynamic dephasing caused by low frequency noise, they are not appropriate for suppressing the residual geometric dephasing, which arises from the disturbance for the geometric loop in the parameter space. This prevents the precision of quantum manipulation based geometric quantum gates from being promoted further. In this paper, we design two kinds of modified dynamical decoupling schemes to suppress the residual geometric dephasing. The further numerical simulation demonstrates the validity of our schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Berry phase [1] associated with the adiabatic evolution is a promising way to realize the precise control of quantum systems. By using spin echo (SE) methods [2] one can eliminate the dynamic phase included in the total phase [3] to realize the pure geometric quantum gate [4] . Up to now, nuclear magnetic-resonance (NMR) [5, 6] , ultracold neutrons [7] , graphene [8] , superconducting circuit-QED [9, 10] , etc. have been used to study the Berry phase. The concept of geometric phase has been also generalized to Aharonov-Anandan phase [11] , nonunitary evolution [12] , and mixed state [13] .
In the field of quantum computation, decoherence induced by the noise restricts the precision of quantum manipulation and the number of attainable quantum gates [14] [15] [16] [17] . Quantum gates based on adjusting the Berry phase, ascribe to its geometric stability, are believed to have the ability to overcome certain kinds of random noise [18, 19] . However, recent studies exhibit that the adiabatic geometric phase gates are sensitive to the noise in the control parameters [20, 21] . Although dynamical decoupling methods [22] [23] [24] , being used for adiabatic geometric phase gates, suppress the dynamic dephasing successfully, they do not work in resisting the geometric dephasing [21, 25] , which comes from the disturbance for the geometric loop in the parameter space. How to suppress the residual geometric dephasing becomes very vital for enhancing the accuracy of the quantum gates further.
In this paper, we reinvestigate a single qubit system driven by slowly varying Hamiltonian. We simulate the classical fluctuation field along z-axis as OrnsteinUhlenbeck (OU) process [24] . By analyzing the phase difference in the adiabatic evolution, we clarify the origin leading to the residual geometric dephasing. For in- * zwzhou@ustc.edu.cn stance, in the spin echo scheme, to eliminate the dynamic phase and to accumulate the Berry phase at the same time, the rotation directions of the magnetic field keep reversed before and after the flipping pulse is applied. This leads to the asymmetry of the parameters related to the low frequency noise. We design two new kinds of dynamical decoupling schemes to offset the asymmetry of noise coefficient and to suppress the residual geometric dephasing. The further numerical simulation demonstrate the validity of our schemes.
II. DEPHASING OF THE BERRY PHASE

A. Berry phase
The qubit is driven by the Hamiltonian
Here, the controllable field B(t) = (B 1 , B 2 , B 3 ) = B 0 (t)n(t) and σ = (σ x , σ y , σ z ), where the unit direction vector n(t) = (sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ). For simplicity, in this paper we set = 1. By using the unitary transformation U (t) = exp(iθσ y /2) exp(iφσ z /2) exp(iφI/2), we obtain the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame [26, 27] ,
whereB = (0, 0, B 0 ) andω = (−φ sin θ,θ,φ cos θ). In the ideal situation, we assume that B(t) traverses the closed anti-clockwise(clockwise) loop C + (C − ) in the time T , where B 0 = const, θ = const, and φ changes from 0 to 2mπ with the integer winding number m as shown in Fig.  1 . Under the uniform rotation, i.e.φ = 2mπ/T = ω rf , the adiabatic condition is |ω rf /B 0 | ≪ 1 [21] . When B(t) does the anti-clockwise(clockwise) rotation about z-axis, .
Berry phase can be represented as [3, 21] 
B. Observation of the Berry phase
To observe the Berry phase, it is necessary to induce the interference between two relevant phases. In the natural frame, assume that the initial superposition state |ψ(0) = 1/ √ 2 s=±1 |ψ s (B(0)) adiabatically evolute to the final state |ψ(T ) = 1/ √ 2 s=±1 e iγs |ψ s (B(0)) . Here, the phase difference γ = γ −1 − γ +1 is the physical observable, which contains the contributions from the dynamic phase, Berry phase and the other corrections. To observe the phase difference caused by Berry phase, ones usually take advantage of SE technique [2, 4, 5, 7, 9] to eliminate the part of the dynamic phase (here, we omit the correction term). For instance, to obtain the phase difference of Berry phase for the close anti-clockwise loop C + (m = 2), ones first adiabatically evolves the Hamiltonian H a round along anti-clockwise loop C + (m = 1), next, a π pulse is added to swap the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H, then, an adiabatic evolution along the clockwise loop C − (m = −1) is applied, finally, a π pulse is used again to swap the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H. In this process, by virtue of the swapping of eigenstates, the dynamic phase is offset. Thus
Based on the above protocol, we find that the final phase γ s is the accumulation of the phases from segmented adiabatic evolution. For the convenience of the following context we rewrite the phase γ s (s = ±1) as:
Here, the total evolution time T is divided into n segements: T = n k=1
dt where the adjacent time intervals are separated by the swapping pulse and
) is the phase integral for the eigenstate of the operator n(t) · σ with the eigenvalue s k in the kth time interval
refers to the trajectory of the vector s k n(t) in the Bloch sphere, θ k is the intersection angle between the vector n(t) and z-axis in the kth time interval.
where Consider the classical fluctuating field K(t) = (K 1 , K 2 , K 3 ), where K i , (i = 1, 2, 3) is the statistical variable. The total Hamiltonian of the qubit can be written as H T = B T (t) · σ/2 with B T (t) = B(t) + K(t). For simplicity, we follow the same assumption in reference [4, 7, 26, 27 ] K(t) = (0, 0, K 3 ), which is named as K 3 noise and independent of the controllable field B(t). For K 3 noise as OU processes [24] with a Lorentzian spectrum of bandwidth Γ 3 and the noise power α 3 , it follows
which produces the power spectrum
Here, we assume that the noise bandwidth Γ 3 is much smaller than B 0 , which prevents the incoherent transition between two eigenstates. Due to the existence of the classical fluctuating field, as far as the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame is concerned, it will be revised by replacingB byB T = (−K 3 sin θ, 0, B 0 + K 3 cos θ). Thereby, we may also obtain the expansion of Ω T = |B T −ω|,
where the coefficients cos θ and −ω rf sin 2 θ/B 0 originate from the disturbances of the dynamic phase and the Berry phase respectively.
When |K 3 (t)| ≪ B 0 and |ω rf | ≪ B 0 , the vectorB T −ω is approximate along the same direction with the vector B. Since there is the classical fluctuation field the phase difference γ produces a statistical distribution, which causes the dephasing [21] . In Eq. (11), if we only consider the linear terms of K 3 , the nondiagonal element ρ −1,1 (T ) in the final density matrix has the form:
with the coherence function [28] 
where (14) with
is unchanged. The term related to the coefficient s k cos θ gives rise to the dynamic dephasing (disturbance of |B T |), and the one related to the coefficient −s k ω k rf sin 2 θ/B 0 induces the geometric dephasing [4, 21] . We define χ = − ln W = ϕ 2 /2 to characterize the dephasing rate. For simplicity, we assume the Bloch vector keeps the same rate of rotation ω B = |ω
In the following context, we set the whole time of duration T = 4π/ω B all the time. For free induction decay (FID) (without any of a swapping pulse), by using the correlation function in Eq. (9), we obtain the dephasing rate in the case of the low-frequency noise
Under the adiabatic approximation, Eq. (15) can be further reduced to:
which is same as the dynamic dephasing of the qubit with time-independent Hamiltonian (θ = 0).
III. THE SCHEMES TO SUPPRESS THE GEOMETRIC DEPHASING
A. The residual geometric dephasing Dynamical decoupling method can be usually used to suppress the low-frequency noise, which inspires its application for the Berry phase (see the Appendix). In this subsection, we will investigate the variation on dephasing rate χ by exerting traditional dynamical decoupling pulses. First, let us review SE method, which is always used to cancel the dynamic phase and suppress the dynamic dephasing [4, 7, 24] . Assume that there is not any environmental noise, for the eigenstate |ψ ±1 (B(t)) of the Hamiltonian H, the trajectory C θ,−1 l1=1 C θ,+1 l2=−1 of its Bloch vector with the initial condition b(0) = −n(0) is exhibited in Fig. 2 (a) . (For simplicity, in the following all figures on the trajectory of the Bloch vector −n(0) will be acted as the starting point of the adiabatic trajectory.) As a result, for the superposition state |ψ(t) = 1/ √ 2 s=±1 |ψ s (B(t)) (as shown in subsection II(B)), the dynamic phase is canceled and the Berry phase difference is accumulated, i.e. γ = −4π cos θ.
When the classical fluctuating field is induced, by using Eq. (13) and the correlation function in Eq. (9), we derive out
For the low-frequency noise with Γ 3 T ≪ 1, we simplify the above equation as
where the first term as the dynamic dephasing is far less than Eq. (16) 6 ≪ 1 with β = Γ 3 T (timescale of the noise) and κ = B 0 /ω B (adiabaticity of the evolution). The geometric dephasing does not change with ω B or T due to ω B T = 4π. Therefore, it is not able to be suppressed by the more adiabaticity (increasing T ), which only increases the first term.
For the more higher-order dynamical decoupling sequences, such as Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill [22] (CPMG) sequences, which trajectory on Bloch vector is depicted by Fig. 2 (b) ), we may also obtain the dephasing rate as follows:
Here, although dynamic dephasing rate is further suppressed, the geometric dephasing rate is the same as that of SE.
B. Schemes to suppress the geometric dephasing
To clarify why the geometric dephasing can not be further suppressed, let us look at the trajectory C (14) can not be canceled out, which causes the residual geometric dephasing. The similar analysis is also appropriate for the CPMG scheme. 
, and C
are depicted by (a), (b), and (c) respectively.
To further reduce the geometric dephasing dominated by the low-frequency noise, a fundamental starting point relies on how to make the integral items in the Eq. (14) offset. Here, we provide out two kinds of schemes to suppress the residual geometric dephasing as follows.
Scheme 1: In this scheme, we vary the slant angle θ in the neighboring adiabatic path. By setting θ 1 = θ a and θ 2 = θ c and make the following equation hold:
Here, ω B = ω
rf . Under the adiabatic condition, we derive out the approximation solution,
Therefore, we may modify the SE (CPMG) sequences as C
+1/2 ). The trajectories of the corresponding Bloch vector b(t) are shown in Fig 3  (a) and (b) respectively.
Since there are different slant angles for two adjacent adiabatic paths, the final average Berry phase depends on two angles, i.e. γ = −2π(cos θ a + cos θ c ). By using the modified scheme, we suppress the dephasing rate as
For the low-frequency noise with Γ 3 T ≪ 1, it decreases rapidly. Scheme 2: To ensure geometric phase difference γ = −4π cos θ a we may also devise a bit complicated adiabatic paths separated by swapping pulses: C
. In these paths, the coefficients of the integral in Eq. (14) are exhibited as follows:
Finally, all the items are offset and the dephasing rate becomes:
It means that the geometric dephasing is decreased by the factor Γ 3 T /6 than Eq. (18) and Eq. (19) . The trajectories of the corresponding Bloch vector b(t) are shown in Fig 3 (c) .
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section we numerically simulate the classical fluctuating field to check the validity for the aforementioned analytical results. We divide the total time T into M intervals and keep K 3 (t) unchanged in every interval, where M is set large enough so that the time step ∆t is far less than the correlation time 1/Γ 3 of the classical fluctuation field. We generate the random noise by using the method in the references [29, 30] 
where
is a Gaussian distributed pseudo-random variable with the expectation K Rn 3 = 0 and the variance (K
To satisfy the adiabatic approximation we take B 0 /ω B = 12, where B 0 = 2πν and ν = 100MHz. Meanwhile, considering the low-frequency noise limit Γ 3 /B 0 ≪ 1, we set ∆t = (2π/B 0 )/10 as the minimum time scale. We also set Γ 3 = β/T and the variance of the classical fluctuation field α = η/Γ 3 T 3 , where β and η are dimensionless parameters.
We start with the initial condition |ψ(0) and numerically simulate the evolution of quantum state under classical fluctuating field. We repeat the calculation procedure 400 times until the average of the final density matrix ( ρ(T ) ) is convergent. The observable phase difference and coherence are given by γ = arg ρ −1,1 (T ) and W = | ρ −1,1 (T ) |/|ρ −1,1 (0)| respectively. (blue cross), C
(red square) and
(black circle). (a) The phase difference γ versus θ a , where the theoretical Berry phase difference −4π cos θ a and −2π cos θ a − 2π cos θ c are described by the solid line and dot-dashed line respectively; (b) Coherence function W versus θ a . The error bars indicate the standard deviation.
A. Results on different decoupling schemes
Under low frequency noise, we simulate the evolutions of quantum system for different decoupling schemes characterized by the trajectories C
respectively. Here, we set β = 0.001 and η = 400β. The phase difference γ for different decoupling schemes are displayed in Fig. 4 (a) , where the theoretical Berry phase difference −4π cos θ a and −2π cos θ a − 2π cos θ c are described by the solid line and dot-dashed line respectively. Fig. 4 (b) exhibits different coherence functions W versus θ. For CPMG scheme characterized by C
+1/2 , the coherence function W decays as θ a grows. It is because the residual geometric dephasing becomes dominant when | sin θ a | increases. While, for the modified decoupling schemes, both C
suppress the geometric dephasing successfully, which improve the coherence and recover the Berry phases at the whole angle range.
It is slightly strange that the coherence for FID scheme is better than that for CPMG in large θ. The reason is that CPMG scheme makes the second term in in Eq. (15) disappear which originally resists the residual geometric dephasing. 
B. The correlation time
We also investigate the suppressing performance of various decoupling schemes versus the correlation time of the low-frequency fluctuating field. Here, we fix the angle θ a = 5π/12. By keeping the total evolution time T unchanged we may use β = Γ 3 T to adjust the correlation time of K 3 , where β ∈ [0.005, 5].
In Fig.  5 , we depict the phase difference and the coherence function W versus lg β.
The modified decoupling schemes C
suppress the geometric dephasing until β = Γ 3 T ∼ 1. If the correlation time is less than the evolution time β = Γ 3 T > 1, any dynamical decoupling schemes fail.
V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Generally speaking, dephasing is not the only decoherence source in our system when the noise bandwidth Γ 3 becomes large, i.e. Γ 3 ∼ B 0 . It induces non-adiabatic transition, which gives the depolarization factor exp (−λ) and the coherence function W = exp (−λ/2 − χ) [31] ,
). In this situation, this kind of strategy of adiabatic driving accompanied by dynamical decoupling sequences does not work.
The foregoing schemes do not involve the case of the transverse noise. Recently, the artificial simulated transverse noise with K 1 = K r cos φ and K 2 = K r sin φ has also been studied [25] , where K r is the magnetic field fluctuation in radial direction and it originates from the driving amplitude noise of qubit. Similarly, in the rotating frame, we obtainB T = (K r cos θ, 0, B 0 + K r sin θ) and
Following the similar procedure discussed in scheme 1, we can also suppress the residual geometric dephasing except θ a and θ c satisfy:
However, in this situation, the strategy in scheme 2 does not work because ω rf cos θ and ω rf cos θ sin θ/B 0 have the same sign. In addition, how to design dynamical decoupling sequences for overcoming residual geometric dephasing induced by both longitudinal noise and transverse noise simultaneously remains open. In summary, we have studied how to suppress the geometric dephasing of Berry phase induced by the classical low-frequency fluctuation field K 3 (t). By taking advantage of the expansion of total Hamiltonian in the rotating frame, we analyze the origin of the residual geometric dephasing. In essence, it stems from the time-varying intersection angle between the noise and the effective Hamiltonian with related to the rotation direction, which can not be suppressed further by using the traditional dynamical decoupling strategies. Furthermore, we present two kinds of modified dynamical decoupling schemes to balance the noises in different time interval and suppress the residual geometric dephasing. Numerical results verify the validity of our schemes. These schemes will help to generate more high-precision quantum manipulations and to restrain decoherence induced by the low-frequency noise. with the function h(t, T ) = ±1 determined by
where Θ(t) is the Heaviside step function, t 0 = 0, t m+1 = T , and m represents the total times of switching between 1 and −1. The time t k depends on the dynamical decoupling sequences in detail.
Using Eq. (13), the dephasing is represented by [23] 
In Table I , we summarize h(t, T ) and the corresponding filter functions F of several dynamical decoupling sequences, where ± refers to the value of the function h(t, T ) in every time of duration T /4. For example, + + ++ refers to h(t, T ) = 1 in the whole time of duration T . Using the spectrum in Eq. (10), we derive out where the dephasing is suppressed by dynamical decoupling sequences. We plot F (z)/z 2 vs z in Fig. 6 , where the low-frequency contribution of noise can be filtered out through some sequences. The frequency with the maximum F (z)/z 2 increases as h(t, T ) switches more times. For the high-frequency noise with Γ 3 T ≫ 1, χ(T ) ≈ αT /Γ 3 for any sequences, which means that none of them is valid for suppressing the high-frequency noise.
